
                                                                                                                                                            Tariffs are valid from March 1, 2024. 

 

III. Servicing of remote banking channels and self-service devices 

 

1. Servicing through the bank's mobile application of the bank* 

 

№ Name 
In percentage or monetary 

units 
Note 

1. Transfers from cards to cards (P2P) in national currency:     

а) 

from any Uzcard2Humo/Mastercard Alliance/Visa Alliance cards issued by 

ASIA ALLIANCE BANK, to Uzcard/Humo/Mastercard Alliance/Visa 

Alliance cards issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» 

no charge   

б) 
from Uzcard2Humo bank cards issued by other banks to Uzcard/Mastercard 

Alliance/Visa Alliance cards issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK»  
0,5% from the amount   

в) 
from Uzcard2Humo bank cards issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» or 

another bank, to Uzcard cards issued by other banks 
0,5% from the amount   

г) 
from Mastercard Alliance/Visa Alliance bank cards issued by «ASIA 

ALLIANCE BANK» to Uzcard/Humo cards issued by other banks 
0,5% from the amount   

д) 
from HUMO bank cards issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» or other 

banks to HUMO cards issued by other banks 
no charge   

е) 
from HUMO bank cards issued by other banks to HUMO cards issued by 

«ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» 
no charge   



2 
Transfer from one bank card in foreign currency to another card in foreign 

currency 
no charge 

The service is available only 

using international cards issued 

by JSCB "ASIA ALLIANCE 

BANK". 

3 Transfers from a bank card and a demand account to an electronic wallet:     

а)  
from a card issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK»  to an electronic wallet 

opened at ASIA ALLIANCE BANK 
no charge   

б)  
from a card issued by another bank to an electronic wallet opened at «ASIA 

ALLIANCE BANK» 
0,5% from the amount   

4 Transfers from an electronic wallet opened in «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK»:     

а) to a card issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» no charge   

б) to a card issued by another bank 0,5% from the amount   

5 
Transfers from a bank card to a demand account opened in «ASIA 

ALLIANCE BANK» 
no charge   

6 Transfer from demand accounts in national currency:     

а) 
on your accounts (bank card, virtual wallet and demand account) opened in 

«ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» 
no charge   

б) to a bank card of other individuals opened in «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» no charge   

в)  to a card issued by another bank 0,5% from the amount   



7 

Transfer from the personal card opened in «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» into 

the demand, savings or fixed-term accounts opened in «ASIA ALLIANCE 

BANK» in the name of the cardholder via the mobile application and back 

no charge   

8 
Transfer from a term deposit to a virtual wallet, bank card and / or deposit 

account on demand 
no charge   

9 Transfer by details to a bank account in national currency 0,5% from the amount 

Transfer of money to the bank 

account of the clients of JSCB 

"ASIA ALLIANCE BANK" - no 

charge 

10 
Transfer from a bank card in foreign currency issued by «ASIA ALLIANCE 

BANK» to a bank account (by details) in foreign currency 
no charge 

Only to the account opened in 

JCB «ASIA ALLIANCE 

BANK» 

11 
Exchange of national currency for foreign currency currency and foreign 

currency to national currency 
no charge   

а) 
conversion of one type of foreign currency into another type of foreign 

currency 
no charge 

  

12 Sending and receiving remittances through international money transfers 

According to the tariffs of 

international money transfer 

systems 

  

13 
Payments for goods/works/services of suppliers presented in the mobile 

application 
no charge except for payment system fees 

14 Making payments using the services "local payment", "QR-payment" no charge   

15 Repayment of loans issued in «ASIA ALLIANCE BANK» no charge   



16 Connection service for notification of traffic police fines 3000 soum (including VAT)   

17 Sending transfers in foreign currency in any direction ** 
520 000 soum (including 

VAT) 

The commission is charged in 

national currency at the exchange 

rate of the Central Bank of 

Uzbekistan from the card 

account  

* Bank fees stipulated in this section of Tariffs are paid by the user of mobile banking at the time of processing transaction/payment. In case of 

insufficiency of funds in the account to pay bank fees, the provision of services is not carried out. 

** For bank transfers in foreign currency, carried out by individuals through a mobile application, the SWIFT commission is not charged. 

 

 
 


